Anti-idiotype responses abrogate anti-CD4-induced tolerance to a tumor-specific antigen and promote systemic tumor immunity.
Immunologic-based cancer treatment modalities represent an active area of investigation. Included in these strategies are passive administration of monoclonal antibodies which recognize tumor-associated antigens and active vaccination with identified tumor antigens. However, several problems associated with these types of treatment strategies have been identified. In this report, we address certain issues by employing a murine model for experimental pulmonary metastasis and a tumor antigen vaccination strategy that induces complete tumor immunity in this system. Utilizing this model, we attempt to address issues related to unresponsiveness to tumor antigen immunization induced by passive administration of a rat monoclonal anti-CD4 and the induction of anti-idiotype responses to a passively administered monoclonal antibody and the effects on the induction of tumor immunity. The results presented indicate that passive administration of rat monoclonal anti-CD4 exhibits immunosuppressive effects that inhibit the production of antibodies to the tumor antigen immunization and abolishes tumor immunity. Repeated administration of the rat monoclonal anti-CD4 results in an anti-idiotype response that can abrogate unresponsiveness to tumor antigen immunization and promote systemic tumor immunity. The data examine a number of potential problems associated with immunologic-based treatments for cancer. These problems include the potential for tolerance to the tumor antigen and establishing an immunocompromised state where immunization with a tumor antigen failed to generate tumor immunity. Approaches to eliminate tolerant T cells by targeting anti-CD4 via anti-idiotype responses that could be generated in vivo without CD4+ T cells allowed for recovery of nontolerant T cells, and an antibody response to the tumor antigen that results in tumor immunity.